
Visit to Apna Ghar / Mahesh Pandey on November 17, 2022

During my yearly trip to Kanpur, I made an unplanned visit to Apna Ghar and met Mahesh bhai
last November. I had been a steward for Apna Ghar / Apna Skool as part of Asha Silicon Valley
many years ago so I have seen the evolution of Apna Ghar from when they were in the rented
home in Nankari, to empty plot where the current infrastructure is to completion of first block of
the hostel. So it was very gratifying to visit this time and see all the development that has taken
place. Meeting Mahesh bhai was a pleasure as well. He remains as committed as ever to
making a difference in the lives of these migrant workers’ kids and in lives of other
disadvantaged kids in and around Kanpur.

Apna Ghar has grown quite a bit. They had an additional block and many more kids, much
better organized spaces, lots of fruit trees, a couple of cows in a cow-shed, a fair-sized
playground and children playing facilities, a fair-sized plot of land where they grow vegetables
and other crops. While the fruit trees, vegetable garden and cows may not suffice for all their
needs besides basic grains, in my view it is extremely valuable for kids to grow up in this kind of
environment where they are in touch with land and nature and they learn how to take care of
vegetables, animals and trees in addition to learning the usual school curriculum. For me, this
holistic development approach was the most satisfying part of my visit. Last I had seen the
place, the first block had just completed and not much else was there and I give full credit to
Mahesh bhai for his vision and execution in creating such a facility for these kids coming from a
highly-disadvantaged background. Hostel’s exterior was largely covered with green
vines/creepers and Mahesh bhai explained that these keep the hostel little cool in summers.
Room furnishings were well-thought out such that while kids have bunk beds, both lower and
upper level get sunlight and fresh air from the window, the cupboard doors double as
chalkboard, and the side shelf door doubles as student desk. Mess area was clean and
well-organized. As before, Apna Ghar is still maintaining a large library for kids but it was great
to see they now have a large computer room with a dozen computers and video conferencing
setup for online lectures. While there, I also met a lady from Belgium who comes and stays at
Apna Ghar and teaches kids in-person for 1-2 months and via video-conference rest of the year.

Special needs kids from Sankalp Day Care (another Asha SV project) were visiting Apna Ghar
on Mahesh bhai’s invitation for their picnic. Sankalp Day Care staff were mentioning Mahesh
bhai’s support to their kids via this kind of gestures as well as being there for them any time they
need to interact with local administration for any issue, regulatory or otherwise. In the Apna
Ghar area, next to fields / cow-shed, they have built a small building where Apna Skool classes
were going on. So in my view from what I saw, Mahesh bhai is utilizing the land they got as best
as possible towards his goal of benefitting as many disadvantaged kids as possible.

Some photos from the visit -



Apna Ghar w/ kids -

Vine covered exterior -



Fruit tree, and Mahesh bhai picking a fruit for me :) -



Playground -

Mess including area to wash hands/dishes -





Kids’ room -



Residential block -

Computer Room -



Library -

Video-instruction setup in library room -



Cow-shed -

Vegetable / crop field & sugarcane growing in the field -




